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Bournville primary school birmingham ofsted report

In addition, you can request a welcome place for your child and the closing date for this is January. We would like to start asking donations. See what happens to each of them in these stories fought ... we hope they told you. This week we will continue to work on the history of the gingerbread man and sequence the photos of the story. Can children
tell you how many men have remained when you fly away? On Friday we had fun so much and you can see the photos and videos on the group of the year of the nursery school. Page 15 Hello Parents and children kindergarten. Happy year! We hope you have spent a good rest holiday and if you celebrated Christmas, we hope you have fun. Which
country did you visit? Can you tell your adult the right order of how the events in history have occurred? We have also examined several logos in the environment and appointing those we recognize. For transparency, we publish the information on the title for these providers separately in the national performance table tables. In which country would
you like to go? Parents get four pieces of paper or use the news of posts if you have them and write a number on each of them from 0-3. This is usually when there are 5 or less pupils or students covered by the measure (29 for apprenticeship measures). It marks the performance if you have porridge oats at home, mettone a little in a flat dish or a tray
and draws some motifs, rims and lines. ‚Take the ice inside and put it on a plate. We are learning the nursery rhyme "When Goldildo was at the Orsi house". Free printable texts PDF: instrumental download: #childrensmusic #nursryrhymes "When Goldiocks ... we would like to practice these exercises at home. explains how to wash yours A written
version of the complete technique, off on the NHS website: https: //www.nhs.uk/live-well/he ... we can't wait to see you all tomorrow. Look at the image below and talks about that you can see. View a large version of the image Close the large version of the Vision image image large version of the image Close the large version of the vision of the image
large version of the image closing the large version of the vision image of the large version of the image closing the large version of the mathematics Image looks at the images below and compare the amounts of the gingerbread man on the plates using the words more and more and the same. Learn everything about body percussion for children and
phase 1 phonetics in this new series with Felix and Maddra! Do you want your Felix at home? If you have metal or wood dishes and large tablespoons that you don't need, please, we may have to use them in our new mud cuisine. Page 19 offers them many opportunities to speak and ask them many questions especially when you read their reading
book to them. We saw a video and practiced the exercises. Phonics - Listen to the rhyme below and see if you can identify rhymes in the rhyme. Remember that rhymes are words that sound the same cat, bats, fat and rat. Which surfaces emit a strong sound and which one emit a soft sound? We will therefore be able to share news about your child and
the good job they are doing. The adults please read the instructions for the child and see if he can place their object in the correct position. Inferio the currency on the cup. Inpon the coin in the cup. Inferio the coin under the cup. Place the coin next to the cup. Can you talk about where you put your coin and use positional language? Sn = small
number: the number is subject to And it is less than 3 sp = small percentage: the percentage is subject to rounding and is between 0% and 0.5% suppressed: in certain circumstances we suppress a factory plant Draw an image of something that makes you feel happy. PHSE - feel happy as we know when someone feels happy? What makes you feel
happy? Page 13 hello parents and nursery schools. Suppose everyone has spent a good weekend and you are well rested. What happens to ice when you keep it or when you warm up? We inspect and regulate the services that take care of children and young people and services that provide education and skills for students of all Etã. After reading the
book, ask your child some questions on the book and encourage them to talk about the photos. Discover about Chinese New Year Abbie and his brother Clean The House in preparation for Chinese New Year celebrations. And the rest calls us a teacher. Also from next week we would like children to enter the nursery school independently. Page 6 Hello
parents and children. I hope you are all well and have spent a good weekend. Have you already heard them before? Please make sure to label all clothing objects (including coats) because we still have some children who do not recognize their coats and recognize only the color. We have some children with nose and coughs that colaures focus on
learning how to correctly clean the nose, to cover our mouths when you take or captures the cough in our hand or taking our arms. Cié made our day. I distributed some Marvelusme codes to some parents who have yet to join, please do it. A reminder that is necessary to fill in an online form for a reception place for the children do not automatically
get a place. We will also learn to know which foods are healthy and which are unhealthy and therefore we will make a delicious fruit salad. Practice reading the numbers below. This week we will learn the spring season and go to do a of spring for school to look for new signs of plant plant Founding that we are trying to identify the rhymes in the
nursery rhymes and in mathematics, we combine the numbers with the quantities of objects. Page 12 dear parents and children. We hope you have spent a nice weekend and are well. Page 5 dear parents and children of the nursery school we hope that you are all well and that it has spent a good weekend. Auto is a non -ministerial department. âvelop
to May 2015, Ogged completed their two -day school inspection and judged Bournville as an exceptional school. Access to our latest reports of STERA directly from the AGSSED LOWCOV website = low coverage: shown for the indicator of the measure and cover of the "added value" in which schools have less than 50% of the pupils included in the
calculation of the Na = not measurement Applicable: the figures are not available for the year in question or the data field is not applicable to the school or college nor = no vision: school or college have not entered any student or students for the qualifications covered by the measurement New = New School or College NP = not published: for
example, we do not publish the 8 data for independent schools and independent special schools, or faults by disadvantaged pupils and other pupils for independent schools, independent special schools and non -special schools not Keeping re = drafted: we draw up these figures if it allows the â € ‹â €‹ calculation of a reliable estimate and therefore do
not provide a good measure of the performance. Enjoy our rhyme full of fun - "Miss Polly had a trolley": . Please contact the school office via E -mail at enquiry@bournvillevillageprimary.org.uk or by phone at the number (0121) 675 9098, see the complete details of our admission agreements and the hydrographic basin below. First, I would like to
urge you to join Marvelusme if you haven't already done so. The Much to send messages and tell you that your son did in the nursery. Other newsletters K Newsletter Page 2 we are pleased that you are taking into consideration consideration Village Primary School for Your Child.ã ¢ If you are looking for details on our welcome places, consult our
information on the reception admissions in the context of the "About U. other group of the year, we would like to give you the â €‹ â € ‹Welcome for a visit so you can see us in action. Recognize all the numbers? Finally in mathematics, we are learning to recognize the numbers from 0 to 10. Try to try the underlying activities. The materials used in
your home. Is the chair made? What are the curtains of? Find a spoon, feel it and describe the material from which it is made. From which materials it can be folded? Of what material is the strong one? Can you find some boxes, bottles or Empty containers and try your chair? Bring your chair to school, I would like to see your chair. Please find below
our latest report ofsted.ã ¢ Â «At the time of our last inspection, we had not yet mixed the Bournville schools and Junior to become the elementary school of the village of Bournville. A reminder that you can see the learning that took place in the nursery school on the home page of the nursery school. This week we will base our learning around
history, "The Gingerbread Man". Tuesday we will learn about the Chinese New Year who falls on February 1, 2022. So he helps himself to Porridge; He sits on their chairs; And she ... told by: Louise Martinilustred by: Gail Yerrillloouise The version of The Gingerbread Man by Martin read aloud for children. This week we continue to know the
celebrations and we will learn at Christmas, listening to Christmas history and learning a Christmas song. Please continue to support your child to become independent in taking off/wear the coats and cleaning the nose correctly. Keep a number And ask your child to collect that number of objects or to show this number on the fingers. Page 7 Page 8
Hello kindergarten and parents. This week we developed our listening skills and our beautiful motor skills. We could also suppress the case by case. We will do a lot in the last week. The books are modified the â € ‹â €‹ Monday and Thursday. In addition, download the Marvelusme app and subscribe using the access details that have been provided to
parents' meetings. Ask them questions about the book. Teach your baby to put their coat: this Montassori Montassori makeup could not be simpler! Just have a son put each one in front of them (h ... we can't wait to see you during the parents' meetings. Care. They are bullied victims. Sing together and put some actions to the rhyme below. We will
finally learn Also like washing your hands correctly. If you have not completed your questionnaires, please, we could have the completed and back. A memory. Furthermore, you have to read the book of your children at least three times a week. Can you identify the sounds? You can use The technique above or ask your child to put the hood in the head
and then put the arm in each sleeve. Take a walk around your house or out. helps children to develop their listening skills of W ... Don't forget Your book Bags.Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams English Listen in the story below and then try us history. What was the mother weapons for breakfast? 4. Suitable for teaching 0-5s. Page 10 parents and
children we have reached the end of here long term estto and children are well established and know the routines. Five Ribes sandwiches in a lining of texts page 4 dear parents and children. We hope you are fine and that you have spent an enchanting weekend. The children are To celebrate and recently they are asking to dance as you can see in the
pages of the group of the year. If you have not yet joined, please, because we can send you messages and share the learning/activity that your child has done. Are there other logos or printing in the environment you recognize? Goldoldlocks and the Three Bears View a large version of the image, close the large version of the View IMAGE IMAGE
VERSION OF SIZE Close A large version of the View IMAGE IMAGE Version of the large version of the MATHS Image version Get a cup and a small toy or a coinThanks for your continuous support and please enroll me to the wonderful if you haven't already done so. See all, Monday."Please support your child to sing this rhyme. Thanks for your
consent to uploading photos and videos. I would also like to highlight a useful document in the" Usolosa Website "section" called "what do you expect, when?" This? " It is a guide for yours the learning and development of the child in the foundation phase of the early years and I also give you some ideas on how to support your child. Can you name
them? 2. Get the super simple app! Ã ¢ â € "Âº Snowflake brings together the same team that created the Video Twinkle Twinkle Swinkle Swinkle ... please bring Bags from Hussain and Miss Williams books go for a walk and see which one Things find. Phonics - Phase 1 - Soundswatch environment The video below and listen carefully. We will see
where the ginger and cinnamon comes from that is La Spezia that we used to make our biscuits for ginger men. Page 14 dear parents and children of the nursery school. We hope you have spent a nice weekend. They are so proud of all children and how they all settled well in the nursery and in the progress they have done since September, so Miss
Williams. It was pleasant to hear that all children love to come to a This week we will continue to get around our history, Goldiocks and three bears. Inspection date 6 June 2013 overall efficacy excellent effectiveness of leadership and exceptional management The office for education, services and skills standards (ASSted) regularly inspect schools please check here for the latest of ASSted reports. It is a song on a girl named Dolly who loves dolls. Almost all children can recognize their names, know which coat they are and have started to put things in their named trays. Mathematics begins by reading the numbers on the point of power following. So, look at the images below and talks about it
that is happening in every photo. Go to our friend ... this week we will recommend the story using puppets, the sensory game and the oat brand and we will have tasted several flavored porridge and we will talk about which we like the taste. See all tomorrow. Did you do them well? Ask them to describe how the characters feel the book and to predict
what could happen later. Thanks for all your support and for sending us the photos of your child's baby. Where did they find the Goldilocks bears? See you tomorrow. Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams look at the map below with an adult. Page 16 hello parents and children. We hope you are fine and have spent a good weekend. Take note in their reading
record so you can see that you are reading at home. You can use a spoon or a drum pencil. How many sounds can you recognize? I would like to say how it was nice to sit and talk to you face to face during the meetings of the teachers of the parents. An animated and subtitled version of the famous nursery rhyme 'Five Little Men in a flying praet. Ask
and give it again. It talks about it that is happening in every photo. We would like you to read the book at least 3 times in the week so that they have familiarity with the story. Explains any new word with which they do not have family members. The children had fun cooking the gingerbread men last week and they were thrilled to take them home.
Tap every object as it counts them. Thank you for your continuous support. Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams The History/Poetry "The Night Before Christmas" told by Perry Como with Christmas photos. This week we will look at the birthdays and weddings and talk about the feeling of being happy. See all tomorrow. Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams
more large super simple videos in the super simple app for iOS ã ¢ â € “âº http: // Apple. CO/2NW5HPDPRACTICE which has 10 to 1 with the classic song of children, ten ... in mathematics, we are comparing the amounts using words like "more", "less" and the same. Please complete the activities below. And bring your book Bags.Mrs Hussain and
Miss Williams listen to history. Use this video in collaboration with the Bingo car ... In Fonics we went for a walk in the playing field. Have fun and have a lot of fun! Please, take a moment to register :) Try my other playdough action songs: https: //youtu.be/drbsnhwxzgget your funky fingers in move and develop your f ... please write a comment in the
Reading records books so I know they were read. This is the last week you have to do it. Page 9 Hi parents and children hope you're all right. We also heard the cars of the main road and an airplane and birds fly. We would like you to listen to your home, garden or park and talk about the things you can hear. Thanks to those parents who are already
doing this. This week is world nursery rhyme week, anti Bullying And on Friday they are the needy children. Please sings many nursery rhymes with your son child Since there is no rhyme of the week due to the World Rhymes Week. Only a quick reminder that your children will bring home a reading book to read them. In which country do we live? So
put the photos in the right order while checking in history. Talk about how ice hears. Can you find different surfaces around the drum house? We would also like you to practice these skills at home. Billy is the bust of classmates, Lucy tells her family of her and Jack takes everything that she wants. What are children doing? What do you think they will
do? How do they feel? You ask them to talk about that they can see in the photos and ask questions about the book. Your job this week is teaching your children our names. Keep an eye on while you go shopping or on your way. Listening skills can be difficult to master for many children. We would like to start thanking the parents who joined the
wonderful app me. This week we will learn that there are other countries in the world. You can draw the characters from history to help you. Page 2 Hi Parents and children. We hope you have spent a good resting weekend. Art and Crafts - Create a Page Page Lantern 18 Dear Parents and Children. We hope you spent a good weekend. Our new topic This term is "traditional tales" and the first story that we will learn are Goldiocks and the three bears. Have fun learning this rhyme. MATHSCOUNT The number of points below in the images. Only a reminder that your child brings home a reading book that you have to read at least 3 times a week and then write a comment in their yellow reading
record book. We would also like to thank you for your donations for the Ladywood food bank. We avoid making these figures public to protect individual privacy. ABSELFGAME #Ephase1phonicslising skills can be difficult to master for many children. The children have loved to play the latter with the latter Explain the meaning of the new words with
which your child may not be familiar, rereading books that have familiar or have already good as they will have familiarity with the story and will try to tell the story to you. Not a long time until they break for Christmas. I used it with hundreds of children in my practice and 99% of the time works. For more parenting ... Read the book more times so
that your child has familiar with history and then he can try to revisit history. It helps your child to exercise their zip also on their .Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams coasts listen to the story and then look at the photos below. You can create the dough by following the easy recipe below or you can use a small sponge. Ask your child which rhyme would
like to sing and use some actions even when they sing. On Monday, children can wear strange socks for the anti -Bullying week and children can wear a pajamas for a donation of 50 p on Friday. We did this ver ... well done to the parents they have. This week our rhyme of the week is ten in bed and we are learning about several celebrations. We also
strengthened the fingers using the dough disco. Phonics entered the pitch with a batter and we found several drum surfaces. We found that some surfaces made a strong noise when they made the battery and some emitted a soft sound. When Goldiocks sneaks into the cottage of the three bears, it seems that there is no home. If you need help in this,
then you can go to the office and make an appointment to see Mrs. Downes. Last week, we explored the ice that was very funny and we listened to the story of Goldiocks and the three bears that we have learned to tell. With kindness. Speaks of Be kind to each other. They all come reasonable and independently in the nursery and we are proud of their
successes. Wednesday is the day of the Christmas jumper so that children can wear a Christmas sweater or Christmas -colored jumpers such as greenery, red or something sparkling. Friday is a day party and children can wear their clothes. Wednesday and Thursday are days of visual literacy and we will look at the story/poetry called Twas the
evening before Christmas and make some fun activities on this story. In addition, an educated reminder allowing parents to enter the nursery out of the rise of Covid cases. We have heard the cars of the nearby factory and many sounds that burn. We will also exercise to put /remove the coats. If you go out, listen carefully to the sounds you can hear
and tell your parents what you can hear. Below are some of the activities that we will learn this week. See you all Monday. Rhyme many children learn to count. We will make a chair for baby bear and explore different materials. In Phonics we are looking at the percussion of the body that is issuing sounds with our bodies. We want our children to
become more independent. FONICA - Listening to Gamelisten to the history of sound. Talk about the photos. Mathematics: Narcisi counts and then finds the right number to show the amount. Who did the gingerbread man? What happened when the little woman opened the oven door? What did the gingerbed man say to all those who wanted to eat it?
What animals did the gingerbread man encountered? What happened at the end of the story? We are also learning about the human life cycle and we will talk about the different stages of growth from a child to an adult. Keep reading Your child and then ask them questions about the book you read and encourage your child to answer in sentences.
What was the girl's name? 3. Here ... can you show these numbers on your fingers? Can you find 3 dishes? Can you find the 4nd pencils? Can you find 5 tablespoons? We rolled, splat, pinched and pinched the dough. Here are some that we looked at. Miss Williams and they are there to help them if they need help to find their pegs and put the bags and
bottles of water in the right place. Infirmally, below are some tasks that we would like you to support your child this week. Even a reminder that you should read the book that your child takes home. The books will be changed the â € ‹â €‹ Monday and Wednesday. For all your support. Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams simple, fast and simpler to teach a
child to blow his nose. An animated clip that narrates the Christian history of the first Christmas. Ascribiti for further clips of religious studies from the BBC Teach or ... when Goldiocks sneaks into the cottage of the three bears, it seems that there is no home. Can they show this number on your fingers? We would like to start remembering that you
should read them your child's book at least three times a week and then write a comment in their reading books. Children need to know more about it on it is all the need, ask an adult to read the point of power. What sounds can you hear? Please note that all children are different and do not grow and develop in the same way. What does ice look like?
Where does the ice come from? This year it is the year of the tiger. See all tomorrow and do not forget your book Bags.Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams English listen to the history of the gingerbread man and then answer questions. Your child returns home with an organizer of knowledge and a planner of the parents where you can What we are
learning this term. See you tomorrow and remember remember Bring your reading books so that we can change your books. Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams English - Listen to the story below and then answer these questions. How many bears were there in history? Did the book liked? From your parents, teachers, adults or older brothers. How
should we treat each other? It helps children develop their listening skills. At the time of the merger, the school has maintained the number DFO of the Junior school and therefore the previous inspection ratio of the Bournville Junior is the most recent AGSted report. URN: 141318 Address: Hay Green Lane, Birmingham, West Midlands, B30 1sh View
on Google on Google Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google On Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google on Google Google on Google on Googlia Maps "Fsted" is the office for education
standards, services And the skills of children. Read some of the names of the countries. If you can't find ice outdoors, use an ice cube from your freezer. Remember that bullying is when someone continues to hurt you with their words or actions still and still on purpose. What can you do if you are bullied? In addition, there are some parents who have
not joined Marvelusme. If you need help, let me know. See you all Monday.Mrs Hussain and Miss Williams suitable for teaching 3-5. Who broke the Goldocks chair? 5. Lowcov = Low coverage: shown for the measurement and cover "added value" in which schools have less than 50% of the pupils included in the calculation of the Na = non -applicable
measurement: the figures are not available for the year in question or the data the field is not applicable to the school or college nor = no vision: the school o College have not included pupils or students for the qualifications covered by the New School or College NP = unpublished measurement: for example, we do not publish progress 8 data for
independent schools and independent special schools, or faults by disadvantaged pupils and other pupils For independent schools, independent special schools and special schools not maintained Re = written: Redacti Redacti If they do not allow the calculation of a reliable estimate and therefore do not provide a good measure of the performance. - =
Null: the figures are not available for the year in question or the data field is not applicable to school or college. University.
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